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Introduction
Tool kit 1 contains cross border challenging activities. These activities conceptualized and
implemented as informal educational measures, are at the heart of ENTER project. Cross border
challenging activities was one of the main themes of kick off meeting in Aachen. Partners presented
and discussed different possible activities and at the end decided which activities were going to be
put into practice considering two criteria:
1) Educational value
 Activities must be holistic, in that all dimensions of a person - body, mind and soul are addressed. The cognitive, emotional, and practical levels are to be coordinated.
 The focus should be in the action-oriented learning. The learning process takes place
through the active engagement with a task in which the young people create their
own experience. Knowledge, skills and values will be acquired through direct
experience and can be transferred to other situations.
 Activities must be serious, concrete and authentic.
 The responsibility given to the group and/or individual must be real and not playful.
Of particular importance for the cross border activities is the seriousness of the
situation.
 The challenge is to be seen by young people as subjectively difficult but not
insurmountable and unsolvable. The experience of success is an important
educational aspect of cross border challenging activities especially for disadvantaged
young people who have suffered many defeats in their lives.
 Cross border activities can be organized as a group activity. Such activities will
promote team competences and cooperation skills.
 They can also be tasks that have to be fulfilled by one person alone. In this case, the
participant is in the foreground and has to overcome his own individual borders. This
process of overcoming is always associated with strong emotions; the environment
and all details of the action are thereby perceived particularly intensively.
2) Practicability
 Availability of resources to each partner institution
 Duration of activities
 Costs of activities
 Safety of students
At tool kit 1we describe activities which were chosen at the kick off meeting and offered to students
during the mobilities in Aachen, Mechelen, Heerlen, Murcia und Izmir later on. Moreover, we will
shortly mention other activities which were also discussed at the kick off meeting.

Mobilities
Mobilities were themselves cross border challenging activities for students. 43 disadvantaged young
people took part in the mobilities. The majority of them flew for the first time. For them it was an
adventure to go to an airport, go through the security and fly with an airplane.
Students
crossed
the
national
borders
and
discovered Europe; a new
exciting experience for them.
Moreover, they had to cross
their own internal borders,
overcome their anxiety and
dare something new. These
elements enhanced selfconfidence of students and
contributed to the aims of
the project. All students
enjoyed the trips and were
happy as they arrived, especially those who were scared at the beginning and had to be persuaded to
get into the plane.
Another important educational aspect of mobilities was the fact that students started to identify
themselves with Europe. As they were in Belgium, in Nederland, in Germany, in Spain and in Turkey,
Europe was not an abstract concept anymore; it was a tangible reality in which they lived for a short
period of time. During the mobilities they were in close contact to other European youngsters, they
had to cooperate with them in order to accomplish the cross border challenging activities, they were
treated as European citizens and they started to feel themselves as such. Promotion of European
citizenship was one of the important achievements of moblities at ENTER project.

High rope garden
In a beautiful natural landscape with old trees, a
spacious high rope garden consisting of several
challenge courses has been erected in Aachen. High rope
courses are essentially based on an experiential learning
design. The focus is on team training and / or personal
development. Rope courses with pedagogical
orientation are also referred to as team ropes. The
challenge is to move from one platform to the next,
balancing on beams, ropes, bridges and swings amongst
the tree tops and reach the end station.
ENTER students who participated in this activity had to
overcome tree trunks and beams, as well as master
ropes and nets. However, there was no reason to worry,
because the equipment was fitted out with the latest
safety system. And students got a short instruction at
the beginning. Coaches, trained in security methods and
group work, were present all the time.
Students took part in both team courses and individual
courses. Team ropes had to be complemented by the team as a whole. The rule was “together we
are strong”. Students had to help each other, overcome the obstacles together and take care of the
safety of each other.
Individual high rope courses are particularly suited to build confidence and reduce personal anxieties
and fears. Boundaries are experienced and moved.
Teachers who accompanied the young participants by the activity in high rope garden of Aachen
reported that students were reserved, anxious and hardly said a word before the course, not
knowing if they can do it at all. And afterwards they were excited, happy, talkative, surprised about
their abilities and competences and proud of
themselves.
Courage, overcoming your fears, the
willingness to push at the limits of your
abilities - the feeling of accomplishment in
the end is something you never forget. This
experience will help students cope better
with their private and professional
challenges.

Achieved skills





Team work
Communication
Coordination
Trust and responsibility





Creativity
Courage
Self confidence

Adventurous Cave Activity
As part of the Dutch activity offer during the Euregio mobility, the students and staff took part in an
adventurous cave activity in Valkenburg. Valkenburg and surrounding areas have a rich mining
history; the caves no longer serve their original purpose and are now used for fun, outdoor team
building activities.
The main objective of the adventurous cave activity is to enhance team building whereby
participants rely on each other’s competences and skills to complete various assignments to find
their way to the exit in the pitch dark cave. Students and teachers/trainers had to get into the cave at
40-meters depth through a staircase. Once underground, groups were made and the activity begun.
Students and teachers/trainers had to find the exit to the cave by doing a series of exercises and
assignments whereby they needed to rely on each other and each person’s skills would be essential
in executing the tasks and making their way to the cave exit. It was made clear from the start that
each team member could contribute with their skills and competences to the assignments and team
members were to support and help each other. Some students’ map and cave sign reading skills
were needed whilst from others their technical knowledge was required to obtain the key to the exit
gate. Other times, the group had to crawl through underground tunnels or they had to move through
the caves in complete darkness and the participants could only make it to the other end of the tunnel
by holding hands and relying on the leader to guide them to the right way.
The activity was challenging in many ways but by working together as a group and valuing each
individual’s person competences and skills, all students and teachers/trainers made their way to the
exit of the cave.
The cave activity worked on bringing out the following skills among the students:






Team working skills: each assignment could only be completed by working together (e.g.
someone read the map and the road signs, someone else held the flash light and another
participant could tie a rope for the others to hold on to while climbing over rocks). Some
participants were scared as the caves are extremely dark, with low ceilings and rocky floors
and other team members cheered them on and let them know that they could do it.
English communication: the exit of the cave could only be found through mutual
communication in the English language. Some participants were hesitant at first to speak in
English but realized very quickly that communication was essential to find their way out of
the cave.
Overcoming personal fears: as said, some students were scared in the caves and had
personal fears to overcome. All students were supported and cheered on by other team
members and all of them completed the assignments. This gave the students a tremendous
amount of self-confidence in overcoming their fears.

Make your own TV show! “Challenging creativity and team spirit”
College Thomas More, coaches the activities run at the college, by students of bachelor degree of
journalism + professional technicians. The College for bachelor students, Thomas More, is situated in
the centre of Mechelen. Their department of journalism offers activities for half a day or a full day in
their radio and TV studios.
The school possesses a
professional TV studio, a
professional radio studio,
a mobile TV studio and a
mobile radio studio. They
have editing rooms,
meeting rooms and other
facilities. Together with
their teachers, the third
year bachelor students
are skilled to guide
youngsters in the world
of media. They have
already completed several projects with students from secondary education and primary education
and they run “jail TV” together with the inmates of the detention house in Mechelen. They also have
permanent broad casting time on Mechelen local TV (RTV) and Flemish TV (channel 12).

What is a TV production?
1. Bit of theory
2. Recording: each participant has a specific task: presenter, director, cameraman, sound engineer…
3. While one group (10 persons max) does TV work, the others broadcast in the radio studios (10
persons max).
4. The work is reviewed and put on-line

What could be done beforehand?
1. Choose a theme (e.g. living in your country: challenges and benefits / why should there be more
Europe for the future /…)
2. Each partner school prepares this: you can already do some interviews, make small films (made
with your cell phone is quite alright) – this can already be uploaded on You Tube

Make interactive poster presentations
Some of the students at Euregio meeting designed and realized interactive posters introducing
countries and youngsters participating at the project. This activity took place, under the guidance of a
teacher of Mechelen, using an online free tool (Glogster).

TV production and poster design as cross border challenging activities
After a short tour at the Department for journalism at Thomas More College, the European students
plunged into the studios and could start their TV careers! Preparation had taken place the evening
before.
Some students practiced their camera skills and searched for the perfect shot. Others took hold of
the big camera and captured lively images without the tripod.
The language specialists made sure the autocue was ready, set and right on time.
There were students who did the countdown and arranged the communication line between the
studio, the image and sound room.
In the sound room, our own brand new sound experts worked magic with the switchboards and
equalizers.
And of course, our European TV hosts critically interviewed their special guest stars!
Everybody got the chance to perform different tasks and of every interview trial takes were shot. The
result went straight on the College’s site and was broadcast live!
During the TV production, other students were at TKO Mechelen for the creation of interactive
posters, using images of the European groups.
All the participants were very enthusiastic, some even dream of becoming real journalists! No-one
believed that they would be able to man a camera, do sound checks, work with professional TV
equipment and edit films. But they did and after a few takes, they could do all of this without any
interference of the coaches.
Videos
of
TV-production
are
available
http://www.projectenter.com/#!toolkits/cpi8

in

the

project

website

under

Also the interactive posters were a smashing success! Students of different countries worked
together and afterwards presented their result to the whole group, explaining in English why they
chose the images they had used.

Achieved skills:


Overcome fear of failure






Overcome language barriers
Work together in groups




Take joint responsibility of the process
and the result
Find creative solutions to beat difficulties
Endurance

Sailing and canoeing
Challenges students physically and mentally

The activities took place in CAR Los Narejos by the Mar Menor in Murcia. Mar Menor is an enclosed
extension of water on the south coast of the region of Murcia. Both activities were out door and
were coordinated by very young people. They both were healthy and funny activities developed in a
natural setting. The activities were very useful to make students aware of the importance of being in
good shape to confront different situations.
The canoeing activity was performed in pairs whereas the sailing activity was carried out in groups.
This helped students realize how important it is to ask for help and to help others. In that sense, they
felt useful for others.
Achieved skills









Courage
Responsibility
Teamwork
Respect
Concentration
Endurance
Helpfulness
Self-confidence










Motivation
Sport-man-ship
Respect of environment
Commitment
Sport spirit
Comradeship
Fair play
Healthy life style

Clown workshop
The activity took place in one of the school´s rooms and was coordinated by a professional with
extensive experience in the area. The main goal of the activity is to make participants aware that
making mistakes form part of our daily life and of our human nature. The activity highlights the fact
that accepting errors is part of our growing as integrate human beings and beneficial for our future
relationships with others and ourselves. The clown always accepts himself/herself as he/she is.

Achieved skills:






Interaction with others
Sharing experiences and emotions with
others
Overcoming shyness
Ability to communicate in English
Obeying instructions




Self-esteem
Motivation





Spontaneity
Self-knowledge
Fostering leadership skills

FOLK DANCING
The activity which was carried out in Izmir meeting on 23-24 September 2014 was Folk Dancing. The
teachers/trainers and the students from the partner countries took part and they learned how to do
a certain and authentic type of Turkish Folk Dance as a group. They first learned steps one by one
and then they practised it with its original music. In the end, they danced it in front of the audiences
with the original costumes. This experience had also a learn effect for teachers and trainers.
Disadvantaged young students from west Europe who belong to hip hop generation and listen to
gangster rap put on traditional Turkish costumes and danced to traditional Turkish music. They did it
without any reservation and enjoyed it very much. As a result of this activity, the students made new
friends from other countries and they developed an intercultural awareness, they overcame fear of
doing something completely new for them and the feeling of shyness. Through music and dance,
they developed better communication skills and social skills. By doing the activity with their teachers,
they felt more confident as it was new for the teachers, too. They learned how to tolerate each
other’s mistakes. Presentation of Folk dance is available at the project website.

Achieved skills:




Team skills
Coordination
Tolerance for his/her and others
mistakes




Intercultural awareness
Dare new experiences

HIDRELLEZ
During the Euregio meeting on May 5th, Turkey celebrated “Hidrellez” with other members of INTER
project at the Roosendaal Youth Hostel in Mechelen. In Turkey, on Hidrellez every year, people make
bon fires and jump over them. While jumping, they make wishes. It is believed that the wishes which
are made on this day come true. The Turkish team shared this custom with other members of the
project on that night. It was great fun for both teachers/trainers and students of ENTER programme.
They also played different games and sang songs together. Although it was not planned beforehand,
the activity was very helpful in terms of the project’s aims. It helped everybody develop intercultural
awareness. People in the group gained a better understanding of others and realised that they have
the necessary social competences to get along with such spontaneous situations with strange people.
Besides, the fun element of the activity united girls and boys of different nationalities / students and
teachers
from
different
institutions. Fire
in the middle was
a symbol of light
and
warmness
and
brought
participants
closer to each
other and gave
them the chance
to
overcome
certain internal
borders.

Other activity ideas
The consortium also came up with other activity ideas which were not implemented during the
project.
Survival training
There are certain things which are largely forgotten in our modern consumer society: Fire without
matches, food and water directly from nature, sleeping without mattress and blanket etc.
Survival training let small groups live in a purely natural environment. They have to satisfy all their
basic needs from what they find in the nature. They depend on each other and have to be creative to
survive.
Team work, creativity and courage are competences which are promoted at survival training. People
learn to appreciate simple things which are usually taken for granted. Moreover a certain amount of
contentment and harmony with nature will be achieved.
Survival training has to last at least a few days to be effective and it is usually very expensive.
Horse coaching
Horse coaching is a new form of training. Meanwhile there are more than 150 vendors of horse
assisted seminars only in Germany. The emphasis is on training of leadership competences.
Participants learn to lead horses not by punishment, coercion or frightening but rather by
understanding, appreciating and encouraging. Executives and managers learn a positive way of
leadership and can eventually transfer this attitude to the relationship with colleagues and
employees.
Horse coaching is mostly used by companies to train their managers and decision makers and is very
expensive.
Kayaking on the river Lesse
Belgium could also offer Kayaking on the river Lesse (12 km – 3 hours). This activity was not chosen
as Spain offered a similar activity and also Germany had a physically challenging activity (high rope
garden).
Playing a musical instrument
The idea of this activity, suggested by Turkey, is to get participants learn simple beats in a short time.
It is a group activity. The instrument that they learn to play is a special Turkish instrument which
looks like a clay drum. It is called “darbuka”. During this activity, participants have to count on each
other as they play the rhythm as a group. Therefore, they need to develop a feeling of confidence in
others as well as self-confidence.
This interesting offer could not be implemented because at the meeting in Turkey there was only
time for one activity and partners chose folk dancing.

Make a Film in One Day
Activity that stimulates teambuilding and group work: each team makes a short film which will be
ready at the end of the day. The organization is called Moodmaker and works with adults and
companies.
We preferred the offer of Thomas More School because it was a more suitable and flexible offer.
Scottish Highland Games
Exciting games for everybody, stimulates teamwork and challenges the limits of every participant.
These games were not chosen as there were already similar physical activities in Aachen.

Toolkit 1
Tool kit 1 contains a description of cross border challenging activities, conceptualized and implemented as
informal educational measures to enhance the motivation, self-confidence and social skills of students. Activities
which were implemented during three transnational meetings, were: High rope garden, caving, TV production,
Inter-active poster creation, clown workshop, canoeing, sailing, Hidrellez, Turkish folk dance and the mobilities
themselves.
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